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Simplify your fund operations. Accelerate your business.
The fund industry is in constant change. Regulatory requirements and emerging technologies
put pressure on established investment managers to strengthen their business models and
increase profitability. You can turn this challenge into an opportunity, by using technology
designed to manage and distribute funds more efficiently.

The complexity of the fund market presents many challenges.
Funds tend to have different cut-off times, notification periods,
pricing frequencies, settlement lags, fee structures, and base
currencies. The order process often involves significant
administration, with demanding regulatory requirements that are
more complex than ever. Additionally, the transaction volumes
can be very large. In this landscape, growing the business is
difficult without adding significant operational cost.

Automate your fund operations with Tradex
Tradex automates and simplifies your fund operations, so that you
can focus on growing your business while trusting SS&C Advent’s
technology to manage the administrative requirements.

Tradex is easy to use and allows you to replace your manual
procedures with a highly automated workflow, all the way from
order entry through to settlement. With Tradex you can handle
high transaction volumes with less effort. The flexibility of the
solution enables you to launch and distribute funds faster and
easier. Tradex helps you increase operational efficiencies and
provide superior client service.

Order generation and routing

Tradex can collect orders from client advisors as well as from the
end clients themselves, with order details being captured directly
in Tradex, or through web portals or mobile devices. Without
having to re-enter any data manually, all orders are then routed
through to operations staff for further processing.

Approvals and trade compliance

Prior to orders being passed on for execution, an optional set of
approvals can be put in place. This is to support regulatory
requirements and to ensure that client mandates are respected.
Tradex can also support automatic wire transfers and check that
clients have sufficient funding to buy funds.

Order aggregation

A major system benefit is that all orders coming in from the
various sources can be automatically aggregated to block orders
per fund. The number of orders to be executed is therefore greatly
reduced and as a result significant time and effort is saved by
operations staff.

Order notifications

Tradex automatically generates order notifications to each fund
provider or their administrators. The notifications include the total
amount (or shares) to buy and sell in each fund for the current
period. As an option you can include shareholder details and
allocations. Order notifications can be transmitted electronically or
manually by fax. For funds that are managed in-house, the cash
inflows/outflows can be passed directly to the fund management
system.

Currency settlement

Tradex lets clients decide what currency to use for settlement,
regardless of the currency of the funds they have invested in. It will
also automatically calculate the exchange amounts required as
part of the trade process. This is done on an aggregated level,
reducing the number of required currency trades.

Benefits
• Grow your business through efficient fund distribution
• Handle more clients and orders with the same staff
• Improve client experience through online self-service
• Build workflows around your unique requirements
• Increase control and ensure regulatory compliance
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Allocations and settlements

Once the funds’ unit prices are available from the fund providers,
Tradex will automatically calculate how many shares have been
traded per client, or calculate amounts for trades in shares. The
unit fund prices can be either entered or imported electronically
to fully automate the allocation of shares. 

Tradex supports different settlement lags, and can support
automatic money transfers and uploads to custodians/depositories.

Order workflow

The order workflow in Tradex will keep track of what steps to take
and when. It is easy to monitor the order status—both for
individual orders and at an aggregated level. You can easily see
exactly where orders are in the workflow, and identify any
bottlenecks, which will allow you to improve efficiencies quickly.
Unique workflows can be configured for different types of funds,
regardless of control steps, cut-off times, notification periods, and
settlement process.

Fees and sales commissions

Tradex lets you define fee and commission schedules for each
fund. The fees can also be allocated to sales staff to automate the
calculation and tracking of sales commissions.

Client and portfolio data

Tradex gives you the flexibility to maintain client contact and
profile data directly in the system, or integrate with your existing
client relationship management system.

Payments

With Tradex you can automate electronic payments between your
firm and your investors, as well as to the fund issuer. Automated
payments are key in handling recurring business like monthly
orders and saving plans.

Contact us
To learn more about Tradex and how we can help your business,
please contact advent@sscinc.com.

Who we are
Advent, a business unit of SS&C, is helping over 4,300 investment
firms in more than 50 countries—from established global
institutions to small start-up practices—to grow their business and
thrive. Delivering unparalleled precision and ahead-of-the-curve
solutions for more than 30 years, we help firms minimise risk, work
together seamlessly with our clients, and help shape the future of
investment management. For more information on Advent
products visit www.advent.com.

Focus on what matters: Dashboards provide a complete overview of your customers, their cash flows and orders, so you can
focus on important areas like exceptions around reconciliation results and pending payments.
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